Biopoem

This is an eleven line poem that follows a pattern. If well done, there is a concise biography which gives information about who the person was, when they lived and what they accomplished. Follow the prompts below. You will be graded on your accuracy of detail, creativity, and depth of understanding of your renaissance character.

Typing Directions: You should type this so the left margin is 1.25" and the right margin is .75". This will allow extra space on the left because of the left-hand binding. Spacing should be 1.5 between lines. The title should be in all CAPS and centered. Font should be at least 12. You may want to make the font larger so the poem doesn't get "lost" on the page. Your entire poem needs to fit on one page. Write your name on the back with a pencil.

---

T I T L E

Line 1: (First Name)____________________________________________________

Line 2: (Four traits that describe your character)____________________________

Line 3: (Position, job or title)_____________________________________________

Line 4: Son, daughter, brother, sister, father, mother, etc. of ___________________

Line 5: Lover of (type three phrases of what your character loved)______________

Line 6: Who feels (type three phrases of what your character felt)______________

Line 7: Who needs (type three phrases of what your character needed)____________

Line 8: Who fears (type three phrases of showing what your character feared)_______

Line 9: Who gives (type three phrases showing what your character gave)___________

Line 10: Resident of _____________________________________________________

Line 11: (Last name)_____________________________________________________

---